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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
From the moment on Sunday evening, March 26, 1950 
that radio commentator Drew Pearson announced that Prof. Owen 
Lattimore of Johns Hopkins University was the man whom Sen. 
Joseph R. McCarthy (R., Wis.) had referred to as "the top Rus-
sian espionage agent" in the United States it became apparent 
to some observers that this wo uld become a case of "trial by 
newspaper." Mr. r..a..ttimore, in his book Ordeal By Slander, 
tells of being forewarned of such an eventuality while in London 
on his return trip to this country from a United Nations mis-
sian to Afghanistan. Ham i lton OWens, editor of the Baltimore 
~' told his fellow townsman that he could expect to be "tried 
by newspaper as much as by the processes of a senatorial sub-
! committee. "1• 
I. THE PROBLEM 
The problem to be faced in this study is to determine 
whetre r, or to what extent, Lattimore we.s tried by newspaper. 
IFor reasons of expedience and because of the ready availability 
of back copies, nine newspapers in the Boston area were selected 
for the study. A content analy s is conducted along the lines 
advanced by Joseph T. Klapper and Charles Y. Glock of the 
Columbia University Bureau of Applied Social Research in a 
1. Owen Lattimore, Ordeal ]OC Slander, Boston: Little, Brown & 
Company, 1950, p. l9. 
previous study wa s made of the nine papers. A detailed des-
cription of the Klapper-Glock method and the method ado pted for 
this study will be found in Cha.pter III of this paper. 
II. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
A phenomenon of post-World War II days, the Senatorial 
investigator may become a threat to responsible newspapering. 
Mr. Douglass Cater, in an article in the July, 1950 Nieman 
Reports, calls to mind the dangers rampant in the reporting of 
such "expostis." He questions the value of "straight" reporting 
and claims that "the layman suspects that often the amplifier 
is monopolized by the men with the loudest voices and the least 
scruples." According to Mr. Cater, "a denial never ha s the new 
orthiness of an accusation. n2. 
It shall not be the purpose of this study to assess 
the relative merits of an accusation and a denial. Neither 
shall an attempt be made to determ i ne the truth or falsity of 
ny of the charges or counter- charges. The study will be re-
tricted rather to an analysis of statements made in a. repre-
entative section of the American press to determine the extent 
sides of the controversial issue was presented to the 
If we can suppose that an American reader can, after 
leading accounts in his newspaper, make 
r ontroversial issues, then such studies 
In the other hand by biased reports his 
up his mind concerning 
are purposeful. If, 
opinions become warped 
2. Douglass Cater, "The Captive Press", Nieman Reports, :July, 
2 
' 
to an extent that they are no longer honest, then there is 
cause for introspection on the part of the American press. 
This then is an examination for bias. 
I 
CHAPTER II 
CASE BACKGROUND 
I. CHRONOLOGY 
In a Lincoln's Day address before the Republican 
Women's Club at Wheeling, West Virginia on February 9, 1950, 
Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy disclosed that he had information that 
there were 57 "card carrying members" of the Communist Party 
in the State Department. 
On February 20 in a speech on the Senate floor Sen. 
McCarthy gave details to support his claim that he now had 
information on 81 Reds in the department. Two days later · a 
resolution was passed creating an investigating sub-committee 
of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee to check into his 
charges. Headed up by Sen. Millard Tydings (D. , Md. ) the sub-
committee consisted of Sen. :Brian McMahon (D., Conn.), Sen. 
Theodore F. Green (D., R.I.), Sen. Henry Cabot Lodge (R., Mass.) 
and Sen. :Bourke :B. Hickenlooper (R., Ia. ). 
Under pressure to name the names of those accused, 
Sen. McCarthy released a short list to the sub-committee on 
March 13. Among the names of those accused of "collaborating" 
with Reds was Dr. Owen Lattimore. 
In an "off-the-record" interview with newsmen on 
March 24 McCarthy mentioned Lattimore's name as the "top Rus-
sian esp ionage agent" in the United States; he said he would 
"stand or fall" on the Lattimore case. 
4 
Under the possibility of a libel · action no mention 
was made of this latest accusation in the press since it had 
not been made on the Senate floor with the following immunity 
of quoting the public record. 
After a consultation with Mrs. Lattimore and the law-
yers she had secured to prepare her husband's defense in his 
; . 
L~ Afghanistan absence, Drew Pearson on his regular Sunday evening 
news program announced the "Red spy" accusation. 
Lattimore, in receipt of an Associated Press cable 
informing him of the latest charges, immediately cabled a reply 
in which he termed McCarthy's charges "pure moonshine" and pro-
mised to answer each of the charges categorically on his return 
to this country on April 1. 
Sen. McCarthy made it all official when on March 30 
in a speech before the Senate he repeated all his chB.rges 
against Lattimore in a four hour long revelation. 
Owen Lattimore arrived at the New York international 
airport on April 1 and repeated his contemptuous opinion of 
~cCarthy and his charges. He had been delayed by bad flying 
~weather and in recognition of this his scheduled hearing before 
the Senate sub-committee was postponed until April 6. 
On that day before packed galleries, the sub-committee 
scores of newsmen and cameramen, and Sen. UcCarthy, the .Johns 
Hopkins professor denied point by point all of the charges 
against his loyalty. Immediately after finishing his testimony 
Lattimore was informed by Chairman Tydings that an examina tion 
of a brief made of the FBI loyalty file on him completely 
5 
r 
exonerated him up to date. 
The rest of the month of April, 1950 was a furious 
round of charge and denic:d, accusation and refutation between 
McCarthy and Lattimore.3• 
Attitudes and opinions varied during the case, but a 
general air of skepticism prevailed when McCarthy failed to 
present 
j support 
what most observers considered concrete evidence to 
his charges. 
II 
II. :MA.GAZ INE ATT !TUDES 
Magazine editors, not under the pressing daily dead-
lines, had time to sum up the situation and came up with varied 
opinions of the controversy. 
Time thought it saw through McCarthy's motives and 
placed a purely political meaning on the whole investigation: 
1 
"Wisconsin's rash-talking Joseph R. McCarthy rose (in the Senate 
on February 20) and swung the tails of not one, but 81 Commun-
ists and party liners----in a wile attempt to decapitate both 
~arry Truman and Dean Acheson in one horrendous swing.n 4• 
Just in case they had guessed wrong on Lattimore's 
innocence,~ editors left this loophole (of Lattimore): 11He 
called the Kuomintang the 'war party' and the Chinese Communists 
the 'peace party' who survived 'only because they have the sup-
f ort of millions who are not Communists.' 
' "His speeches and books against Chiang's regime, and 
~is influence on the Far Eastern group in the State Department, 
See Appendix A for complete chronology 
Time, March 6, 1950, p. 17. 
6 
undoubtedly contributed to Chiang's downfall and the triumph 
of Communist Mao." 5• 
With a little afterthought however, Time decided: 
11 McCarthy had said he would stand or fall on the case of Latti-
more. It looked as if he had fallen." 6• 
Newsweek magazine in a like manner was playing it 
cautiously. In the April 1?, 1950 issue the magazine concluded 
that "the outlook was dark for McCarthy", but the next issue 
carried an article which drew a parallel between Lattimore's 
advice on Asia and the Asian policy later advocated by President 
Truman to show that he may have had a considerable State De-
partment influence. 
Commonweal magazine openly doubted Lattimore. An 
April 28 article commented that "he has thrown down the gaunt-
let and nervily reiterated the ruinous Asia policy line which 
his writings have advocated all along. 
"There is some fire behind the McCarthy smokescreen", 
Commonweal editors predicted. 
The liberal magazine New Republic had its own opinions 
of the McCarthy tactics: "McCarthy is moving in the realm not 
of politics but of pathology."?. 
It took not only McCarthy, but one of his supporters 
to task with: " 'It's enough to make your blood boil', cried 
Fulton Lewis, Jr., without stopping to ask whether the charge 
5. 
6. 
?. 
Ibid., April 3, 1950, p. 18. 
Ibid. 
~epublic, April 10, 1950, p. 11. 
7 
was true or false. Like the rest of McCarthy's charges, it 
was totally false.n8. 
Harold L. Ickes in a series of articles in New Repub-
1!2 threw his own particular brand of barb into the McCarthy 
camp: "He (McCarthy) is a greater danger to our American 
institutions than the Communists in this country could be even 
I if they were multiplied a hundred times.n9. 
. I 
In a later article Ickes charged that "in attempting 
a dastardly smear of Dr. Owen Lattimore, this Wisconsin fly-by-
night has besmirched a generally honorable group in which he 
has now no moral right to claim membership (the Senate).nlO. 
Nation magazine took the most far sighted view of 
the whole proceeding in this series of statements: 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
"If he ( McCarthy) succeeds in bringing down 
just one authentic specimen of a Connumist in the 
State Department he will be sitting pretty, and 
the Republican Party will have some fine fuel to 
fire their election campaign.nll. 
"So flimsy have his charges turned out to 
be, and so shabby h is conduct that he ha s happily 
injured the political usefulness of the smear 
technique.u12. 
"The foreign policy of the United States 
has been seriously damaged; we have been made 
to look ridiculously divided and self-distrust-
ful in the midst of a precarious world situation.nl3. 
Ibid., April 3, 1950, p. 14. I 
Harold L. Ickes, "A Decoration for McCarthy", New Republic, ' 
April 10, 1950, pp. 17-18 • 
Harold L. Ickes, "McCarthy, Fallen Senator", New Republic, 
April 24, 1950, p. 14. 
Nation, March 18, 1950, p. 243. 
Ibid., March 25, 1950, p. 261. 
Ibid., April 15, 1950, p. 342. 
8 
I 
/ organ 
I tion' 
Even Izvestia the Russian government controlled news 
had this to say on March 26: "The ' McCarthy investiga-
is a cross between a circus and amateur night in an in-
sane asylum. 'Clowns from the Senate are making themselves the 
laughing stock of the world.' " 
9 
CHAPTER III 
TEE METHOD 
I. THE KLAPPER-GLOCK METHOD 
As previously stated the method of content analysis 
l jused was based upon the Joseph T. K1apper-Charles Y. Glock 
study entitled "Trial by Newspaper" and bearing on the case of 
Dr. Edward u. Condon, Director of the National Bureau of Stan-
! 
dards. Dr. Condon was accused by a subcommittee of the House 
Committee on UnAmerican Activities of being "one of the weakest · 
I links in our atomic security. nl4. 
In an article published in the February, 1949 issue 
of Scientific American the co-authors set forth the following 
method for determining trial by newspaper: 
14. 
(1) No attempt was made to assess the truth or fal-
sity of the charges brought against Dr. Condon. 
(2) Nine New York City newspapers were chosen be-
cause of their number and variety. 
(3) An eight month per i od from March 1, 1948 until 
October 31, 1948 was analysed. 
(4) Only news articles were considered in the study. 
(5) "All the relevant material in each news article 
was divided into 'statements', each statement 
consisting of a single complete idea. - - - A 
Joseph T. Klapper and Charles Y. Glock, "Trial by News-
paper", Scientific American, Februe.ry, 1950, p. 16. 
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statement might be a sentence or a single word." 
(6) Neutral statements were eliminated from consider-
at ion. 
(?) "The statements were then classified in various 
categories known as 'dimensions' such as the 
identity of the person or group to whom referred, 
the paper in which it appeared, the theme of the 
statement, the person or group who made it - - -" 
(8) Themes were divided into numerous specific cate-
gories (Ex. " 'Dr. Condon .is alleged to have 
associated with a Soviet spy' was classified under 
the theme: 'Association with person in Soviet or 
Soviet-satellite circles who is allegedly subver-
sive or an espionage agent.' " 
' (9) Later these specific categories were grouped into 
more general classifications (Ex. The category 
listed under 8 above was grouped into a category 
called: " 'Association with allegedly question-
able persons.' ") 
· (10) These general categories were in turn listed under 
. ' 
more general categories which were either favor-
able or unfavorable to Dr. Condon. 
(11) "A statement was classed as unfavorable to Dr. 
Condon if it criticized him directly or reflected 
on him indirectly by supporting the UnAmerican 
Activities Committee's treatment of the case. 
- - - Similarly, a statement was classed as 
ll 
favorable to Dr. Condon if it supported him 
directly - - - or criticized the Corrmi ttee." 
(12) Another aspect covered was in the handling of 
background material in attempting to assess 
possible report~- tor ial or editorial bias. It was 
recognized that in the reporting of news events 
little judgment in the use of pro or con state-
ments could be exercised by editors. In the use 
of background statements however which involved 
a certain amount of choice for identification 
purposes a possibility for bias existed. There-
fore "all statements printed within two days 
after an occurrence were classified as 'new' and 
all others as 'old'."15 • 
After all statements were coded they were recorded and 
tabulated on IBM machines. Certain analyses were made and a 
judgment of treatment was possible by comparing the way differ-
ent newspapers handled the reporting of the same event. 16• 
I I. THE UETROD USED 
Certain deviations from the Klapper-Glock method were 
necessa~ because of physical limitations and the nature of the 
study proposed. IJike the prior study this analysis was re-
etricted to an objective measurement of statements made without 
regard to the truth or ultimate falsity of the various charges. 
15. Ibid., pp. 17-20. 
16• Ibid., p. 18. 
12 
The excellent facilities of the Boston Public Library 
were utilized in the analysis of nine Boston newspapers. It 
became apparent that because of wire service facilities and the 
variance of morning and evening newspaper deadlines an inter-
esting criterion of comparison could be made from a breakdown 
of all newspapers into two such categories. The nine newspapers 
studied were therefore broken down into these groups: 
Morning Newspapers 
1. Advertiser 
2. Globe 
3. Herald 
4. Post 
5. Record 
Evening Newspapers 
1. American 
2. Christian Science Monitorl7. 
3. Globe 
4. Traveler 
Sunday newspapers were included in the morning newspaper group. 
Since certain of the newspapers fall under joint ownership 
(Herald-Traveler; ·Record-American-Advertiser) it was thought 
wise to include both the morning and evening editions of the 
Globe. Sunday newspapers included in the study were those of 
the Advertiser, Globe, Herald, and Post. 
1
17
• Hereinafter referred to only as the Monitor. 
13 
Press activity measured included the period following 
the first mention of Dr. Lattimore until one we ek after his 
first testimony before the Senate sub-committee and covered the 
period of March 13, 1950 through April 13, 1950 inclusive. A 
total of 240 newspapers were perused column by c olumn to form 
the bases for these analyses. 
Only news articles were included in the statement 
measurement. For the purposes of this study outlines for pic-
torial matter were included for measurement but no attempt was 
made to BValuate the pictorial content itself. Reference to 
the case in news features and syndicated or local columns was 
slight but was also included. No editorial matter as differ-
entiated from those opinions expressed in columns was included. 
',r.' The criteria established for determing a statement 
were modeled after the Klapper-Glock definition. An example: 
the sentence "Owen Lattimore, Johns Hopkins University profes-
sor accused by Sen. Joe McCarthy of being the 'top Russian es-
pionage agent in the United States', today labelled the charges 
as 'base and despicable lies.' " was broke'n down into three 
sepe,rate statements. ~The three statements would: (1) "Johns 
Hopkins University professor," (2) "Owen Lattimore - - - accused 
by Sen. Joe McCarthy of being the 'top Russian espionage agent 
in the United States' '', and { 3) "Owen Lattimore - - - today 
labelled the charges as 'base and despicable lies.' n 
Neutral statements, as in the Klapper-Glock analysis 
were re~rded but eliminated from consideration in basing judg-
ments. A neutral statement can be defined as being neither a 
14 
4' 
direct or indirect defense of Lattimore nor direct or indirect , 
charge against him. Number one (l) above would be classed as 
a neutral statement and eliminated. 
As the news articles were broken down into statements 
each statement was coded with a certain dimensional character-
istic. Dimensions recorded for each statement included: the 
date the statement appeared, the paper in which it was publish-
ed, the source of the statement, the person or group to whom 
referred, whether it was an "old" or "new" statement (as defined 
in the Klapper-Glock analysis), and in some instances the spec-
ific statement itself. All neutral statements included as a 
dimension the actual reference itself. 
Coding was accomplished by recording on separate cards 
the five or six (as the case demanded) dimensions listed above. 
To facilitate tabulation of the coded statements all controver-
sial statement cards were filed in 19 different "statement 
theme" envelopes. 
Statement themes, their number and title were deter-
mined largely on the be.si s of the statements used. Statements 
favorable to Lattimore fell quite naturally into 10 different 
categories or themes. Unfavorabl e statements fitted into nine 
categorical themes. As in the prior study pro-Lattimore themes 
seemed to be equalled by anti-McCarthy themes and were therefore 
included in the "pro-theme" group. Similarly anti-Lattimore 
themes were grouped with pro-McCarthy themes. 
Whereas the Klapper-Glock method included the employ-
ment of two coders and thus necessitated a more specific 
15 
breakdown of theme categories to insure uniformity, this step 
was eliminated in the present study. Statement themes were 
divided into either the pro or con group and filed as such im-
media tely. Statement themes recorded in the two groups a re 
listed below: 
Pro Group 
1. Lattimore reported cleared by the FBI 
2. Lattimore's denials of specific charges 
3. Defense or praise of Lattimore by government 
leaders 
4. Charges against JlcCarthy and his methods, 
sincerity and motives, and statements doubt-
ing the truth of his charges 
5. Charges against McCarthy's character and right 
to be a Senator (i.e. he has committed actions 
unlike a Senator) 
6. Charges that McCarthy has hindered our foreign 
policy or foreign relations 
7. Refutations of McCarthy's sources of information 
8. Charges of McCarthy's misuse of Congressional 
immunity and the possibility of legal action 
against him 
9. Defense or praise of Lattimore by colleagues, 
associates, writers, friends, etc. 
10. Advice and writings of Lattimore sho1~ in a 
good light 
16 
Con Group 
1. Charges of Lattimore being "pro-Communist" or a 
"bad security risk" or actually a "Communist" 
2. Charge of Lattimore being the "chief architect" 
of our foreign policy with a bad connotation 
3. Connection of Lattimore with the Institute of 
Pacific Relations with a bad connotation 
4. Connection of Lattimore with Amerasia with a 
bad connotation 
5. References to Lattimore's writings in a bad 
light 
6. Demands for loyalty files or the State Depart-
ment memorandum with an insinuation that they 
will prove Lattimore's guilt 
7. Charges of Lattimore's association with Soviet, 
Soviet-satellite circles who are subversive or 
with other alleged pro-Communists 
8. Charges of Lattimore being the "top Russian es-
pionage agent", a "Red spy", head man on 
McCarthy's list, or the case that McCarthy will 
"stand or fall on" 
9. Allegations that Lattimore's foreign policy ad-
vice was Communist tainted or slanted or did 
the u. s. harm 
Neutral sta.tements constituted a twentieth "theme" 
and while not used in basing judgments will be used as an 
1? 
interesting sidelight to the study. 
One further mention should be ma,de concerning the 
materia l considered. Dr. Lattimore wa s not the only person 
accused by McCarthy since his charges included persons r anging 
from a number of 57 to 205 at different times. Statements 
measured were only those with specific regard to the Lattimore 
case. 
B,y implication a published story criticizing McCarthy 
for his handling of charges against some other person could be 
construed as a condemnation for his handling of the Lattimore 
charges. Since this study is concerned only with the Lattimore 
l ease, charges made against McCarthy were measured only when 
I 
specific mention was made to some aspect of the Lattimore angle 
of the ca se. 
18 
CHAPTER IV 
THE FINDINGS 
I. OVERALL PRO AND CON TP.EATMENT 
A tabulation of all recorded statements made during 
the period in the nine newspapers reveals a total of 2133 in-
dividual references to the case. Thirty-four percent or 724 
statements of this number were classified as neutral and there-
fore not under consideration. 
From a look at the overall total it would seem that 
Boston newspapers painted a picture favorable to Dr. Lattimore. 
Pro statements constituted 37.1% of all statements made or a 
total of 792. Statements unfavorable to Lattimore totaled 617 
or 28.9%. 
Individual newspapers ranged from a favorable high of 
74.4% to an unfavorable high of 62.3%. The following table will 
show the individual breakdown of pro and con statements: 
TABLE 1 
INDIVIDUAL NEWSPAPER BREAKDOWN 
OF PRO AND CON STATEMENTS 
Newspaper Pro Pro Pet. Con 
Advertiser 32 74.4 11 
Monitor 106 63.9 60 
Traveler 117 61.3 74 
Globe ( Morning) 141 57.7 104 
Globe (Evening) 84 56.8 64 
Con Pet. 
25.6 
36.1 
38.7 
42.3 
43.2 
19 
---·----- --- -----
Post 12'7 56.2 99 43.8 
American 53 55.2 43 44.8 
Herald 92 48.9 96 51.1 
Record 40 3'7.7 66 62.3 
Total 792 56.2 617 43.8 
As it can be seen from Table 1, the Advertiser ranked 
highest in pro statements. Since the Advertiser is a Sunday 
newspaper and included stories only on two 'days of the period 
!studied, the total of 43 controversial statements will not be 
!! regarded as representing substantial enough evidence upon which 
1
l to base a judgment. In passing it might be mentioned that 
I 
stories were published on April 2 and April 9, both of which 
dates will be shown to be predominantly "pro-Lattimore news 
I days." 
Most complete coverage was given by the morning Globe 
with a total of 245 controversial statements. The Post with 
226 pro or con statements gave the second most complete report 
and was shown to be the exact median for the Boston newspaper 
treatment of the case. 
The Monitor, using stories written entirely by staff 
members of its Washington bureau, was shown to give the largest 
percentage of pro-Lattimore statements to its case treatment. 
Newspapers under joint ownership stayed close to the 
same policy in only one case. The morning and evening editions 
, of the Globe were within .9~ of identical treatment. The Hearst 
owned Record and American showed a 17.5~ variance and the 
Herald-Traveler combine varied by 12.4%. 
20 
-----·-·-
Most papers relied upon wire service reports for theiz 
stories. The Monitor with its own Washington bur eau and the 
Globe and Herald using New York Herald-Tribune and New York 
Times dispatches respectively in some instances were the only 
1 exceptions. 
I II. E VENING-MORNING TimAT:MENT 
From Table 1 it was seen to be apparent that some line. 
of demarcation could be drawn between treatments of morning and 
evening papers. Both factions in the case seem to have direct-
ed their appeal to morning newspapers. A total of 808 state-
menta appeared in Boston's morning newspapers as compared with 
601 in afternoon papers. 
Of these totals 432 or 53.5% of the statements ap-
pearing in morning papers were pro. Evening papers devoted 360 
or 59.9% of their controversial statements to pro-J~ttimore 
statements. 
American 
Globe 
Monitor 
Traveler 
TABLE 2 
EVENING-MORNING TREATlmNT 
Evening 
0-10-20-30-40-50-60-?0-80-90-lOO-ll0-120-130-140-150 
c:J:J--Pro 
---Con 
~· 
21 
Morning 
0-10-20-30-40-50-60-70-80-90-100-110-120-130-140-150 
Advertiser .-.--.r===~ 
Record 
Herald 
Post 
Globe 
c.:::::J- -Pro 
---Con 
As a paper increased its pro statements there seemed 
to be a corresponding increase in con statements as evidenced 
by Table 2. Reading the bar graphs from top to bottom and. with 
the sole exception of the Monitor, an increase by a paper over 
the preceding paper is apparent both in pro and con statements. 
Most new developments in the case occurred in the 
a.fternoon which spells the difference in amount of coverage by 
the two groups. Morning newspapers gave a fuller account of the 
development with all of the possible ramifications. 
The smaller percentage of pro statements in the morn-
. 
ing newspapers would seem to indicate that McCarthy, in a posi-
tion to spring new charges almost at will, chose morning news-
papers to carry most of his publicity. Lattimore, on the other 
hand, was apparently forced into his denials when the occa sion 
demanded and §aVe less thought to the morning newspaper clien-
tele. 
22 
1 III. FREQ,UENCY OF STATEMENT THEMES 
I Certain trends in the pro and con statements used 
I developed as the coding progressed. Newspapers used certain 
I 
'I of the charges made a gainst Lattimore as identifying marks and 
I in a similar fashion chose certain pro statements to which re-
ference was repeatedly made. 
There is no re a son to believe that newspapers or the 
wire s e rvice reporter-s who wrote the stories chose these parti-
1 
1
1 cular phrases with any particular malice aforethought. Perhaps 1 
I' s~me phrases were · chosen for their emotional content, or their I 
!
colorful appearance in type, perhaps they were what the reporte4 
.honestly believed to be most descriptively accurate. Without j 
the data from which the stories were originally com:9 iled one I 
can only turn to conjecture for the answer. 
Most often used statement of an anti-Lattimore nature 
I was t h e charge by McCarthy that Lattimore was the "top Russian 
J espionage agent" in the United States. This statement was used 
a total of 211 times over the period by the nine Boston news-
papers despite the fact that it first occurred under a ]!arch 27 
1 
dateline. This may not be particularly meaningful however sine · 
1. the greatest amount of press activity in the case was centered 
1 from that time until April 10. 
Second most used con statement was with reference to 
l! McCarthy's charge that Lattimore was "pro-Communist", a "bad 
Jl seauri ty risk" or actually a •communist. • Beginning with the 
Jl first usage in March 13 newspapers and continuing throughout 
the period studied, the statement was used a total of 159 times 
I 
,I 
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On the pro side of the led.ger the statement theme most 
I 
often repeated was one of criticism of McCarthy's methods, sin-
cerity, motives, and truthfulnes s . There were 189 recorded in-
stances of reference to this theme. 
Lattimore himself supplied the theme for the second 
highest category for pro comment. The statement category of 
specific denials of the charges was utilized 127 times by the 
Boston pre s s. 
TABLE 3 
FREQ,UENCY OF STATEMENT TimMES 
IN BOSTON PRESS 
Pro 
Charges against McCarthy's methods, 
sincerity, motives a nd truthfulness. 
Theme No. 4. 
23.9% 
Lattimore's denials of specific 
charges. Theme No. 2. 
16% 
Charges against :McCarthy's character 
and right to be a Senator. Theme No. 
14.5% 
5~ 
Misuse of Congressional immunity, poss-
ible legal action. Theme No. 8. 
12% 
Cleared by FBI. L%Theme No. 1. 
8.1 
Defense by colleagues, 
Theme No 9. 7 7~ friends, etc. 
Policy hindrance.5.8% Theme No. 6. 
Writings good. 5.3% "T'heme N n ro 
"Gov't. " defense 3.5% Theme No. 3. Source refutation 3.3% Theme No. 7. 
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the t wo 
Charges of being "top Rus sian espionage 
agent", or case McCarthy will "stand or 
fall on." Theme No. 8. 
Charges of being "pro-Communist'' or a 
"bad security risk" or a "Communist." 
Theme No. 1. 
25.8% 
Charges of association with 8ov1et 
circles or other alleged "pro-Commun-
ists." 11.3% Theme No. ?. 
Allegations of poor advice. 
11.0% 
Theme :No. 
"Chief architect" charges. Theme No. 
?.31, 
Demands for files. 3.9% Theme No. 
Institute connection. 3.1% Theme No. 
Amerasia connection. 1.9% Theme No. 
Writings bad. 1.1% Theme No. 
Percentages for Table 3 were computed on 
9. 
2. 
6. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
the basis 
cat ego rie s, i.e. the charge of Lattimore's being the 
of 
"top Russie.n espi onage agent" was 34.2% of the con statements. 
Individual compilat ions by :paper for each of the statement 
theme s were made. Some interesting comparisons were evidenced. 
For t h is aspect of the study percentages were figured 
on t h e overall total of controversial statements.18. 
The Boston Herald devoted an equal amount of state-
ments to the two main categories. "Charges against McCarthy's 
18. See Appendix B for complete tabulation. 
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method.s" and "top Russian espionage agent" both received 13.3% 
of the controversial statements published. Second most used 
pro statement on the Herald list coincided with the Boston over-
all total. "Lattimore's denials" received 9% of the controver-
sial statements. "Pro-Communist" charges and 11 allegations of 
harmful foreign policy advise" received equal amounts of impor-
tance by Herald editors with 10.6%. These con themes ranked 
second and fourth in the overall con averages. 
Boston's Record, the only othe r paper to devote more 
statements to McCarthy's camp than Lattimore's, led off its 
con argument with 20.8% of the controversial themes devoted to 
"Red espionage agent" charges. Second leading argument against 
Lattimore followed the overall averages with 17% of the state-
ments giv.en to "pro-Communist 11 charges. Only 10.5~ of the con-
troversial statement themes were "charges against McCarthy's 
methods" and 7.5% were "Lattimore's denials" but they led off 
the Record's defense. 
Monitor editors led Boston's press in the defense of 
Lattimore, but seemed to scatter their defensive effort. Only 
13.3% of the controversial themes were devoted to "Lattimore's 
denia.ls 11 --the chief pro theme. Second on the Monitor's pro 
list was "charges against McCarthy's methods." Editors con-
formed in the matter of con themes. "Red spy" charges rated 
12.7% and "pro-Communist" charges 12%--in perfect conformity 
to the overall placement. 
Traveler newsmen in a like manner conformed in the 
choice of themes. "Red spy" charges got 14.1%; "pro-Communist" 
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2'7 
charges 9.9% of the controversial charges. On the pro side 
15.2% of the total statements were given to "Lattimore's denial " 
and "charges against McCarthy's methods" got 14.1%. 
Morning and evening editions of the Globe, while re-
maining very close in the matter of total pro and con treatment 
varied in the manner. Evening Globe editors topped their pro 
treatment with 18. 9~ of the statements devoted to "charges 
against McCarthy's methods"; morning Globe readers saw only 
10.6% of the statements devoted to tha t theme. Evening Globe 
columns had 10.8% of the statements used in "charges against 
McCarthy's character" for second place in the pro category . 
Morning Globe editors gave equal precedence to "charges against 
McCarthy's character" and "misuse of Congressional immunity" fo 
second place on the pro side--8.2%. 
Treatment of the two Globe editions remained the same 
as the :Boston average for con themes. :Both editions chose the 
"Red spy" theme for chief attention: morning--13.1%, evening--
18.9%. Second place w·ent to the "pro-Communist" theme: morn-
ing--11%, evening--12.2%. 
Boston American editors saw fit to follow the trend. 
Anti-Lattimore themes most used were "Red spy" with 15.6% and 
"pro-Communist" with 14.6%. The pro-Lattimore t hemes were 
again more scat tered. "Charges against McCarthy's methods" led 
off with 16.7% but there was a sha rp decline to 9.41a for the 
second theme of "Lattimore's denials." 
The Post varied in statements chosen to support Latti 
more. Top spot in that category went to "charges against 
I 
McCarthy's methods" with 15.5% but second place was given over 
to ''charges against McCarthy's character" with 8.4%. Con state-
ment themes were again clustered around "Red spy" with 15.9% and 
"pro-Communist" with 8.8%. 
Because of the relatively few statements in the A£-
vertiser the percentages will not be particularly meaningful. 
Since, as ha s been stated, the two storie s published in the 
Advertiser came on predominantly pro-Lattimore days the figures 
range very high in two main categories. On the pro-Lattimore 
side 20.9% of the statements were categorized as "charges 
against :McCarthy's character" and, reflecting Lattimore's test-
imony before the Senate sub-committee, 23.3% were listed as 
"misu.se of Congressional immunity." On the con s ide 11.6;1o were 
cases of the "Red spy" charge and 7% were "pro-Communist." 
Thus from this summary can be seen that only in iso-
l lated instances did any of the Bos ton newspapers vary from the 
line. Two m~ in charges stand out against Lattimore; two main 
defense s also emerge as having been given more a t tention. In 
I all probability t h is was due to actual news breaks and direct 
quotations from the participants. There is no reason to believe 
tha t any bias was behind the choice of these particular state-
! ment themes. 
I 
Because of the danger of libel action, most stories 
were ca refully worded when reports of charges a nd counter-
charges were made. No accusations of Lattimore were published 
until after they had been made a part of the public reco r d. 
Partially because of this, perhaps, the stories were prime 
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examples of total objectivity. Very few statements were made 
that were not pinned down as to source. 
IV. PRO AND CON SOURCES 
An examination of the source dimension of the coded 
statements revealed that Lattimore and his antagonist were the 
two prime sources of information in the case. 
As previously stated the possibility of libel action 
restricted the con argument pretty much to Sen. McCarthy. Only 
passing reference to the case was made by outsiders. This was 
particularly true of con statements. Some Republican leaders 
gave passive support to McCarthy's case, some writers made co-
vert passes at Lattimore and there was a conservative sprinkling 
of statements attributed to McCarthy's witnesses. 
Lattimore's defense, while largely dominated by the 
accused man himself, was liberally interspersed with comment 
from other people. Government leaders rallied to the defense 
more than a~ other segment of the population. Other groups 
coming in with praise were Lattimore's family and friends, his 
colleagues, his lawyers, and even to some extent, newspapers and 
syndicated columnists. A total of 11 different sources were at-
tributed to statements involving an anti-Lattimore slant. 
Sources for pro-Lattimore statements were less cen-
tralized. Lattimore admittedly requested testimonials to his 
good character and loyalty to his country. Thirty one different 
individuals or groups responded.l9. 
19. See Appendix C for complete tabulations. 
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V. INTENSITY OF PRESS ACTION 
Certain developments concerning the case greatly in-
fluenced the intensity of press action. Throughout the period 
studied, high points of interest and the corresponding press 
activity were evident. 
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TABLE 5 
BOSTON PRESS ACTIVITY 
ALL STATEMENTS 
March 
. \ 
April 
31 
·1-----~-----------~-------------..!,.._----J ____ -
Beginning with Sen. McCarthy's first exposition of his 
case on March 13 Boston's newspapers gave only a moderate amount 
of space to the story. March 14 the press activity rose by near~ 
ly one third reflecting the morning papers' first run of the 
story and a few summary statements published in afternoon papers 
From that date until McCarthy's sensational revelation 
of his "top Red spy" by means of Pearson's radio broadcast, 
press activity slacked off. A total of 191 statements reflected 
the importance given to the announcement by Boston editors. By 
the next day interest had lessened to 118 statements as morning 
newspapers shortened their stories and afternoon papers cooled 
off. 
March 29 and 30 interest lagged but then zoomed again 
on the 31st as McCarthy cut loose with his Senate floor barrage 
against Lattimore. Papers, free now from libel action in label-
ing Lattimore a "Red spy", gave it nearly full ple.y with a total 
of 200 statements. 
By April 1, even with news of Lattimore's return in 
the offing, press activity lessened to a 109 total. Morning 
papers carried long accounts of Lattimore's return to the New 
York airport and his critical comments on McCarthy in their 
April 2 issues. Statement totals rose on that day to 138. 
A lull developed in ~1e case from that date until 
April 6 when Lattimore appeared before the Senate sub-committee. 
Highest point in the interest calendar was recorded on that day 
when Boston newspapers devoted 233 statements to the case. A 
drop off to 202 on April 7 preceded a general decline in 
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interest which by the last day of this survey had faded to 16 
statements. 
Curves on the "All Statement" activity graph can near 
ly be superimposed by corresponding rises and falls of the :pro 
and con graphs . This would seem to indicate tha t Boston papers 
played the news straight, that is, no effort was made to reduce 
emphasis on characteristically pro-Lattimore or distinctly pro-
McCarthy news days. 
-, 
It seemed possi'ble that a newspaper with a bias could 
cover, by the use of background statements, some of the force 
of a news development f avoring the opposite side. No evidence 
of this presented itself. 
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BOSTON PRESS ACTIVITY 
PRO AND CON STATEJ\{ENTS 
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A comparison of Table 5 with Table 6 with an eye to 
important news peaks reveal these interesting facts. On March 
2? when all statements totaled 191 an identical number (56) of 
each pro and con statements were published in Boston papers. 
On that day 79 statements were neutral. 
The news peak of March 31 (200 total statements) re-
vealed 35 pro statements, 107 con statements, and 58 neutral. 
Lattimore came into his own in Boston papers during 
the two day period of April 6-7. The preponderance of state-
ments favorable to him may have been the factor that swung the 
pendulum in his favor in the overall picture. Of a total of 
233 statements on April 6, 153 or 65.7% were pro-Lattimore, onl 
44 were anti-Lattimore, and 36 were neutral. On April 7, 120 o 
202 were pro-Lattimore, 40 were unfavorable, and 42 neutra1.20. 
20. See Appendix E for individual breakdown by date. 
I 
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This would seem to indicate that Boston newspapers re-
lied almost exclusively upon the news events themselves for thei , 
portrayal of the case. High points of coverage coincide almost 
perfectly with actual events in the case. 
Since no weight was given to position of the stories 
or the emphasis given to either side other than by actual mea-
surement of statement (and this as we have seen was influenced 
to a great extent by actual news occurrences) there remained 
only one criterion to judge possible bias. 
Using the approach suggested by the Klapper-Glock 
study for the measurement of repetition of statements, an ana.ly-
sis was made of this aspect. 
VI. NEW AND REVIVED STATEUENTS 
Since activity in the case did not center in Boston 
itself and stories published in Boston newspapers came almost 
exclusively from wire services or other newspapers it seemed 
that little actual control in the treatment could be made by 
aston editors. It was possible however for Boston editors to 
make deletions from stories in order to conform to space and 
erhaps editorial policy requirements. 
Little news of new developments seemed likely to be 
cut. It would be possible for editors to cut much extraneous 
ackground material. For instance in a sto~J reporting a new 
development, Lattimore could either be referred to as the man 
hom McCarthy called the "top Red spy" or the man who called 
cCarthy's charges "base and despicable." In most stories 
examined the background material often contained references to 
both charge and denial. Boston editors could have deleted much 
of the repetitious and irrelevant material. 
In this respect it was found that in most cases pro 
statements were actually new denial s or repudiations of McCarthy 
charges. Directly opposite was true of the con statements. 
TABLE 7 
1mw AND REVIVED STATEMENTS 21 • 
'Pro 
-
Con 
NEW 
41~ 
NEW 
68. 41o 
REVIVED 
REVIVED 59% 
31.6% 
Statements involving the charge that :M:cCarthy's 
ethods were bad were recorded as new in 107 cases to lead state-~ent themes in the "pro-new• category. The same charge wa.s re-
I ived the most often (76 times). 
I 
I 
h 
While the occurrence was still new the charge that 
See Appendix F for individual paper breakdown. 
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Lattimore was a "Red spy" was published 49 times in Boston news-
papers. After the news was stale the same cha rge was revived 
and repeated 173 times. 
These figures would support the contention that while 
pro-Lattimore statements were actually more numerous during the 
period covered some evidence of bias can be discerned in the 
handling of background material. The case against Lattimore 
was built up considerably more by the use of unfavorable revived 
statements. The opposite, since editors had little control over 
the publishing of new developments, does not hold true. The 
preponderance of new statements on the pro-Lattimore side would 
not seem to indicate then that editors were overtly building up 
the case for him. 
VI. NEUTRAL STATE:MENTS 
While neutral statements were not used in basing judg-
ments in the case, they provide an interesting sidelight to the 
reporting of such a case. 
In the great majority of cases neutral statements 
were reports of the actions of Lattimore (only. a few neutral 
statements concerned other people in the case and then only as 
their actions affected Lattimore). Other segments of the neu-
tral statements placed labels on Lattimore which were not deemed 
either for or against him so far as this case was concerned. 
They were mere statements of fact that carried no connotation 
of evil or of praise. 
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TABLE 8 
NEUTRAL STATEMENTS 
General News Statements 
(Ab out testifying, the hearing, 
and impartial references to the 
case 
48.1% 
Far Eastern Expert 
12.3% 
John Hopkins University Professor 
10.6~ 
Impartial Biography 
6.6% 
On UN Mission in Afghanistan 
6.4~ 
On the way home, arriving, met 
by friends 6.2% 
State Dept. consultant or associate 
5 2~ 
OW! official 1.8~ 
Chiang's advisor 1.71o 
Harvard graduate 1.1% 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
Boston newspapers were shown by this study to be 
favorable in their attitude to Dr. Lattimore. They ranged from 
nearly three-fourths of the statements in favor of the college 
professor to nearly two-thirds against him. 
The nine newspapers presented an extremely varied pic-
ture of the case despite the fact that most occurrences were a 
matter of the public record and available to all reporters. 
Seven of the papers presented a predominantly pro-Lattimore 
picture. Only the relatively conservative Herald and the Hearst 
owned-morning-tabloid Record were shown to be anti-Lattimore in 
presentation. Both are morning newspapers. 
Sunday newspapers for the purpose of this study were 
included with morning newspapers while tabulating ste.tements. 
This is without doubt a contributing factor to the generally 
heavy treatment of the case in morning editions. Both morning 
and evening editions of Boston newspapers painted a picture 
favorable to Dr. Lattimore, but evening papers were more heavily 
inclined. 
Audit Bureau of Circulation figures of Boston news-
papers during the period of this study are an important factor 
in any estimate of actual effect on the newspaper audience.22. 
22. See Appendix D for breakdown. 
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Effect analysis is an extremely d i fficult element to measure anc 
it has not been the aim of this study to measure actual effect. 
Our only concern here is to give a pos s ible weight to certain 
of the findings in order to properly evaluate these conclusions. ! 
Overall circulation of Boston morning newspapers in 
the New England area (where they carry the most weight) for the 
period studied was 1,043,809 daily with an average circulation 
of 260,952 for each of the morning papers. Evening papers aver-
aged 1?0,63? from a combined total of 682,54?. Sunday papers 
had a combined circula tion of 1,686,32? and an averag e of 
421,582 for each of the four papers published.23. 
Thus it can be seen that while all three overall edi-
tions were predominantly favorable to Lattimore, the less favor-
able morning papers rea ched a far greater audience. More New 
England readers were exposed to the less favorable trea tment of 
the morning and Sunday editions. Since the Advertiser, exclu-
sively a Sunday paper and also highly pro-Lattimore in treatment, 
carried similar wire service dispatches it can be assumed that 
Sunday stories generally lightened the anti-Lattimore percent-
ages of other morning papers as well. 
The case for Lattimore then, when judged in the light 
of the circulation figures of the area of greatest influence, 
ca n be said to have been tempered by the amount of audience 
effect it had. More readers were exposed to the less favorable 
morning treatment than to the more highly favorable evening 
Audit Bureau of Circulation Reports, March, 1950. 
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editions. This has the effect of lessening the overall pro-
IJattimore case in terms of readership. 
It is impossible to judge absolute effect since some 
readership may have overlapped and not all readers can be as-
sumed to have followed the story in only one newspaper. 
The anti-Lattimore Herald (which paradoxically sup-
ported him in editorials) and Record represent 52.2% of the 
morning circulation and thus can be said theoretically to have 
exerted more influence than other morning papers. This would 
seem to add to the detrimental effect upon J.Jattimore by virtue 
of their high readership total. 
Actual charges agains t Lattimore were found to have 
centered a round the ][cCarthy-sponsored "top Russian espionage 
agent 11 charge with accusations of being "pro-Communis t" running 
a close second. Lattimore had to be content with a kind of 
backha nded compliment as newspapers supported his cause mainly 
by making charges against McCarthy. These charges concerned 
McCarthy's method, his sincerity, motives, and truthfulness. 
Specific denials by Lattimore himself were a poor second. 
As would be expected in such a controversial case, the 
two antagonists (or perhaps one was a protagonist, dep ending 
upon your viewpoint) were the two chief sources of statements. 
McCarthy was given as the source for 96% of the cron statement~. 
Lattimore was listed as source 62.4% of the time for pro state-
ments. 
Certain high points in overall press activity were 
noted as pro and con peaks. McCarthy's initial charges 
involving the "Red spy" charge marked the top anti-Lattimore 
day as March 31. Lattimore's tes t imony before the Sena te sub-
committee netted him the highest total of favorable statements 
on April 6. 
Chief criterion for determining bias by the Boston 
press seemed to be in the use of new and revived statements. 
The use of revived statements, it was found, had the effect of 
building the anti-Lattimore case way out of proportion. While 
new statements (new developments in the case itself) were pre-
dominant on the pro side of the case, only about one-third of 
the statements favorable to Lattimore were repeated. 
A 59-41 ratio was found to exist on the con side of 
the argument. This had the effect of building the case against 
Lattimore chiefly on the basis of old charges. Only 41% of the 
time did new statements against Lat timore appear. 
Thus it would seem that while Boston newspapers were 
in the main portraying Lattimore's innocence of the charges it 
was due to a heavy preponderance of new developments in the case. 
Vfuile the grea test body of evidence points to a vin-
dication of the Boston press from the use of any bias, certain 
criteria tend to depreciate these data.. Circule<,tion figures 
and new and revived statements balanced against actual percent-
ages of pro and con statements present the most valid criteria 
upon which to determine judgments. 
It is neither our responsibility nor desire to censure 
a newspaper for the use of bias. Research of this type offers 
no clear cut verdict of guilty or not guilty. 
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All attempts at objectivity can be no guarante e that 
a study such as this is absolute and perfectly definitive. One 
must remember that journalism research (of which content analy-
sis is only one ramification) can never reach the absolute 
scientific basis upon which such sciences as physics, chemistry 
or mathematics are grounde d. Despite every effort at objecti-
vity we must remember that we a r e still dealing with the com-
parative uncertainty of words and their play upon each other. 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIK A 
APPENDIK A 
CASE CHRONOLOOY 
FEBRUARY-APRIL 1950 
11-Sen. McCarthy charges there are 57 Comnru.nists working in the 
State Department 
13--State Department officials deny it 
20-McCarthy lists 81 security risks in the State Department 
21--Secretary of State Dean ACheson and Presidential Secretary 
Ross deny it 
22--Senate votes investigation by subcommittee 
23--President Truman labels charges false, refuses to release 
FBI loyalt,y files 
8-McCart.hy begins naming 57 "Reds" 
13--Lattimore accused of "collaborating with Reds" by McCarthy 
before Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee 
15--Truman agrees to allow subcoillllli ttee check the files of 
those accused 
20--Pivot of Asia published by Lattimore 
21-McCarthy says the "top espionage agent in America" for Rus-
sia is in the State Department; releases name to subcommittee 
22--McCarthy claims in letters to Gen. Marshall and Gen. Eisen-
hower that Ambassador-at-Large Phillip C. Jessup (also 
accused of being a Red) was "sincere", but "completely 
fooled" and dominated by Lattimore 
22--McCarthy demands Truman release complete files 
i 
~arch 23--McCarthy wires Truman with demand for files 
24-McCarthy discloses Lattimore as the "top Red espionage agent" 
to newsmen in an "off-the-record" interview 
26--Drew Pearson discloses that McCarthy has called Lattimore 
the "top Soviet espionage agent in America" 
27-Sen. Styles Bridges (R., N. H.) says a "master spY'' had shaped 
u. s. foreign policy for Russia's benefit since 1933 
27--Lattimore cables from Afghanistan-11McCarthy1s off-record 
rantings pure moonshine. Delighted his whole case rests on 
me as this means he will fall flat on face." 
27-Attorney-General J. Howard McGrath and J. Edgar Hoover ex-
press reticence over exposing loyalty files 
28--Truman refuses to open complete loyalty file 
28--Sen. Tydings issues subpoenas to State Department, Civil 
Service Commission, and Justice Department to produce files 
29--Truman says he will ignore subpoenas 
3D--McCarthy claims in Senate speech that he has proof that 
Lattimore had been Communist party member for years 
3D--McCarthy claims he has six affadavits to prove: Lattimore 
checked w.i th Moscow in 1936 on "the line which the Institute 
of Pacific Relations ought to follow'', that he was connected 
with the Amerasia case, that he tried to get rid of pro-
Nationalist Chinese in OWI during the war, and that he led 
"several pro-Russian student uprisings in China." 
31-McCarthy1 s associates reveal Louis F. Budenz and Alexander 
Barmine were two of the affadavit signers 
ii 
April 1--Lattimore arrives in New York; makes statement calling 
McCarthy a "madman"; denies charges to newsmen 
3--McCarthy demands that the State Department release Lattimore's 
memo of August, 1949 on Far Eastern policy; Lattimore releases 
it himself 
5--Seth Richardson, Republican chairman of the President's Loyalty 
Review Board testifies that there has been no espionage found 
in the country for the past three years 
6--Lattimore, testifying before the committee, denounces McCarthy, 
denies all charges cateforically, defies McCarthy to repeat 
statements wi~~out Congressional immunity 
6--McCarthy refuses to repeat statements unless the loyalty 
files are released to the public 
6--Tydings says FBI file clears Lattimore 
7--Sen. Hickenlooper denies that the file clears Lattimore 
7--Brig. Gen. Eliott R. Thorpe says Lattimore gave valuable anti-
Red aid during war in telegram to subcommittee 
8-9--McCarthy avoids calling Lattimore a spy in speeches off the 
Senate floor 
10--Sen. Lodge denies that the file clears Lattimore 
10--William J. Goodwin testifies that he "laid the groundwork" for 
McCarthy's charges 
10--Alfred Kohlberg, Nationalist Chinese lobbyist, says he gave 
McCarthy information on Lattimore's support of the Institute 
of Pacific Relations which "paralleled the Communist party 
line" 
iii 
iv 
10--Chinese ~ommunist radio says Lattimore is a 11 reactionar.r• April 
I seeking to advance American imperialism in Asia 
11--Budenz subpoenaed 
12--Sen. Robert Taft says Acheson is afraid to release the com-
plete files 
APPENDIX B 
Theme 
2 
4 
5 
6 
8 
1 
2 
7 
8 
9 
rotals 
Pro 
3 
5 
9 
5 
10 
32 
APPENDIX B 
INDIVIDUAL NEWSPAPER CONI'ROVERSIAL 
Pet. Pro 
7.0 
11.6 
20.9 
11.6 
23.3 
74.4 
STATEMENI'S BY THEMES 
TABLE I 
Boston Advertiser 
Con 
3 
1 
1 
5 
1 
11 
Pet. Con 
7.0 
2.3 
2.3 
11.6 
2.3 
25.6 
Total 
32 
11 
43 
~OTE: Theme numbers omitted include those with no statements. Percentages 
for this and all other tables in Appendix B are computed on the 
basis of total controversial statements. 
v 
vi 
vii 
TABLE III 
Boston Globe (Evening) 
Theme Pro Pet. Pro Con Pet. Con Total 
1 6 4.1 
2 12 8.1 
3 2 1.4 
4 28 18.9 
5 16 10.8 
6 2 1.4 
8 10 6.8 
9 3 2.0 
10 5 3.4 84 
1 18 12.2 
2 6 4.1 
6 2 1.4 
7 6 4.1 
8 28 18.9 
9 4 2.7 64 
Totals 84 56.8 64 43.2 148 
viii 
TABLE IV 
Boston Globe (Morning) 
Theme Pro Pet. Pro Con Pet. Con Total 
1 12 4.9 
2 17 6.5 
3 8 3.3 
4 26 10.6 
5 20 8.2 
6 11 4.5 
7 6 2.4 
8 20 8.2 
9 7 2.9 
10 14 5.7 141 
1 27 11.0 
2 6 2.4 
3 3 1.2 
4 6 2.4 
6 6 2.4 
7 13 5.3 
8 32 13.1 
9 11 4.5 104 
Totals 141 57.7 104 42.3 245 
ix 
TABLE V 
Boston Herald 
Theme Pro Pet. Pro Gon Pet. Con Total 
1 6 3.2 
2 17 9.0 
3 4 2'.1 
4 25 13.3 
5 12 6.4 
6 3 1.6 
7 4 2.1 
8 11 5.9 
9 5 2.7 
10 5 2.7 92 
1 20 10.6 
2 7 3.7 
3 5 2.7 
4 2 1.1 
6 4 2.1 
7 13 6.9 
8 25 13.3 
9 20 10.6 96 
Totals 92 48.9 96 51.1 188 
X 
TABLE VI 
Christian Science Monitor 
Theme Pro Pet. Pro Con Pet. 1Con Total 
1 14 8.4 
2 22 13.3 
3 2 1.2 
4 16 9.6 
5 15 9.0 
6 7 4.2 
7 9 5.h 
8 11 6.6 
9 5 3.0 
10 5 3.0 106 
1 20 12.0 
2 4 2.4 
6 3 1.8 
7 9 5.4 
8 21 12.7 
9 3 1.8 60 
Totals 106 63.9 60 36.1 166 
xi 
TABLE VII 
Boston Post 
Theme Pro Pet. Pro Con Pet. Con Total 
1 9 4.0 
2 10 4.4 
3 6 2.7 
4 35 15.5 
5 19 8.4 
6 10 4.4 
7 2 0 0 e,; 
8 18 8.o 
9 8 3.5 
10 10 4.4 127 
1 20 8.8 
2 5 2.2 
3 4 1.8 
4 1 o.h 
5 5 2.2 
6 3 1.3 
7 11 4.9 
8 36 15.9 
9 14 6.2 99 
Totals 127 56.2 99 43.8 226 
xii 
TABLE VIII 
Boston Record 
Theme Pro Pet. Pro Con Pet. Con Total 
1 5 4.7 
2 8 7.5 
3 1 0.9 
4 11 10.5 
5 1 0.9 
6 2 1.9 
7 1 0.9 
8 4 3.7 
9 4 3.7 
10 3 2.8 40 
1 18 17.0 
2 4 3.7 
3 3 2.8 
4 1 0.9 
5 1 0.9 
6 1 0.9 
7 10 9.4 
8 22 20.8 
9 6 5.7 66 
Totals 40 37.7 66 62.3 106 
.xiii 
TABLE IX 
Boston Traveler 
Theme Pro Pet. Pro Con Pet. Con Total 
1 6 3.1 
2 29 15.2 
3 3 1.6 
4 27 14.1 
5 14 7.3 
6 3 1.6 
7 3 1.6 
8 7 3.7 
9 25 13.1 117 
1 19 9.9 
2 8 4.2 
3 3 1.6 
4 2 1.0 
5 1 0.5 
6 4 2.1 
7 6 3.1 
8 27 14.1 
9 4 2.1 74 
Totals 117 61.3 74 38.7 191 
APPENDII C 
APPENDIX C 
PRO AND CON SOURCE BREAKDOWN 
TABLE X 
Con Sources 
Source Adv A EG MG H M p R T Total 
Mccarthy 11 36 64 100 92 60 96 63 70 592 
Paper 1 1 
Hickenlooper 3 1 1 5 
Frieda Utley 1 1 
Sokol sky 7 7 
Pearson 2 2 
!Acheson 1 1 
Johns Hopkins Pres. 1 1 
Senator Knowland 4 4 
rnilliam Goodwin 2 2 
Senator Brewster 1 1 
Total 617 
NOTE: Adv: Advertiser; A: American; EG: Evening Globe; MG: Morning 
Globe; H: Herald; M: Monitor; P: ~; R: Record; T: Traveler. 
xiv 
XV 
I 
I 
--·-----
--- '~ Source Adv A EG MG H M p R T Total -
Edgar Snow 2 2 
Senator Lehman 4 4 
1IWal ter Ruether 1 1 2 
Griffin 6 6 
Senator Green 2 2 4 
j\norothy Thompson 6 6 12 
II Lane 2 2 
Rep. Dingell 1 1 
Total 792 
II 
I 
I 
APPENDIX D 
xvii 
-
--
I 
APPENDIX D I 
NEW ENGLAND CIRCULATION 
FIGURES FOR BOSTON NEWSPAPERS* 
TABLE XII 
!Newspaper Morning Evening Sunday 
Advertiser 688,976 
American 217,031 
Globe 151,397 194,781 436,886 
I 
1 Herald 138,191 267,805 
Monit0r 22,107 
Post 347,751 292,680 
-
Record 406,470 
Traveler 248,628 
* 
Audit Bureau of Circulations, March, 1950 Reports 
J 
APPENDIX E 
xviii 
APPENDll E 
INTENSITY OF .PRESS ~CTION 
. 
BY INDIVIDUAL NEWSPAPERS 
TABLE XIII 
Boston Advertiser 
Theme# 
MARCH APRIL 
/3JJ./!S/i-,J7MFI:?o-2J:l.2.d3:2.'i-:(S;{t.,.J7;2itl1303/ I .2. 3 1/-st, 71 '71~11!~13 
PRO': 
/ 
2 
3 
1 
5 
(, 
7 
l 
Cj 
/D 
CON: 
I 
J 
j _ 
1 
5 
- {p 
7 
i 
1 
NEUTRAL: 
TarALS: 
2. 
3 
g 
1 
3 
s 
.J.1 
I 
.:2 
I 
J 
3 
/ 
I 
:2 
/ 
1 
xix 
TABLE XIV 
Boston American 
Theme# 
MARCH APRIL 
13 N IS' Jl.. J7 /f 19 :lo..21 ;n ..23 .:lf 25' 21-.21 V 21.31> 31 I ~ 3 .t/ .5' !.. 7 Y 9 /~ II l.l. 13 
PRO: 
I J :;. 3 
2 I ,2 I .2 3 
3 I I 
J/ {., I I t:l 
s I 7 
~ I I I 
1 I 
! 3 I 
t:j 
16 
CON: 
I 3 3 _..1 I I I .2 I 
:2. I 2 I 
3 I 
t I I 
(, 1 -
7 I 
1 ,2_ I I I I j .2 
<7 I I 3 
NEUTRAL: )_{,5" I 10 I .23 3 I 3 8 
TOTALS: 
I 3 30.2 J 81 '1 I ~57 7 1 Jl II 3 
XX 
TABLE XV 
-
BostQn Globe (Evening) 
Theme# 
MARCH APRIL 
/3 ;if 15 jt:, /7 )<$ /'1.2.{) .)../ )). ).3 2rf J.S ~t.;L7 ..2.(:2.9 J/J 31 I _). 3 4 s ~ 7 ? fj /tJ II 12 13 
PRO: 
I 3.:2 I 
)._ I i I I 
3 I I 
Jj I/JJ..4S.2 J t, I . :1. 
5 :/.. cl) 10 I 
' 
:2. 
1 
f I S' I I ;_ 
9 3 
JO s 
CON: 
I I I I la3 I I :;_ I/ 
l. 
.2. I .J. I 
!J 
4 
s 
~ · . I J 
7 I 4 I 
9 ~!2491 I I ;<. I 4 I . 
'I I 3 
NEUTRAL: 4 I 7 :2. C, 1.2. j_o ll 1 I S2 3 {, 4 
TarALS: ss j) 5/0 3/3~ /3 /0 '/ 'IS '1 If 12.. /[) /). 
xxi 
TABLE XVI 
Boston Globe (Mor.nipg) 
Theme# 
~ ~Rrn AP~L 
1.3 JJ/. 15 If,. 17 /8 I"J ~ .2/ 22.23 J.t}~.S ;J,~1ll ,2.9 Jb 3 J J 2 3 '/- S L 7 g' 1 Jo !/ ll. 13 
PRO: 
I 
l 
_j 
Jf 
5 
f.o 
1 
r 
i I I 
/0 
CON: 
I_;_'/ 
. 2.-- 2. 
3 } 
'f 
$' 
t. 
7 I 
f 
1 
NEUTRAL: 
s~ 
TOTALS: 
gl5 
I :3 3 
I 
3 I 
:<. 
.2 
I 
ljj] 
J/ 5 I I I 
7 I 3 I ;_ J I J 
J. I 1 ;;_ I 
t/:2. I 3 4 I ;1. I I 
'I I /0 3 2 
~ :L I I I 
I 5 
J. I 3~1..5 
I 
2 I I ~ :2 s 
3 2. 3 I I:J./:Lt.21 
I J 
2 
s I 
I s-
9 I 2. I 
J I 33.,{1 /31.Z32 
I I 54 
Jtl 9 I 7 4 Jt/ 2. ~ I 3 7 9 f. J 7 I. 2 
xxii 
TABLE XVII 
Boston Herald 
Theme# 
MARCH APRIL 
13 1'/15 1!..!1 !3 11~J..IU.l.3,J,tf.<S':J../,.21zy:rt3tJ31 I .2.] If .5' C. 7 !" 9 /o II 1.2 13 
PRO: 
I I J I I 
:2.. /,,2 2 I 
3 2 I / 
if I 1512.. 2.. I Jo :<.. 
s t. I I I 3 
~ :;_ I 
7 I I :L 
% 3 j I Sl 
q 3 2 
. /() 2.. ..2../ 
CCN: 
I .2 I - I 51 I :;, I j;l..:<_J 
2 I 3 I I I 
3 I 4 
f I I 
5 
.fa I I J 
7 ·1 ..2 ;__ s 
R 8 I I :;_ I I I 1:1.."31 1.2/2.1. 
1 I I 2 I I 1-~ (J_ I 
NEUTRAL: -
4 J../2 :2 CJS tJ "i.Jo 7 g II ~ 3 fl/· II S 3 ' 1/ .2 
TOTALS: 
If- 35 5 17 /{) /, 33 lf..25 /4 /~ J./. j[) 55/9 ).D 1} il }~ 1 
xxiii 
TA H..E XVIII 
Christian Science Monitor 
Theme# 
.. MARCH APRIL 
/.3 Jl/ IS/~ 17/i 19 ).t>2/ ).).2.3 21).5':1.1..27 ..<i J..'t 3o 3 I I .). 3 #' .5' &, 7 i 91~ II /.l 13 
PRO·: 
I :lf I S:L 
:<. 3 12. :2. I I 3 
3 I / 
'I ? I I 7 2 I I 
.5' I I 11 
lo J.. ..2.3 
7 3 I 3)._ 
f) I / 1- J;L 
c; 
.2 :L I 
/(J I I .2. I 
CON: 
I S 3 :2. I ~ !1/;l. 
.2. I I I I 
3 
Jf . 
s 
' 
I I I 
1 I ~ ~ I I I 
<j J / 3 I I ~ I .J..:L3/ .2../ 
1 :2. I 
NEUTRAL: 
7 2. 3 s 4'1 5 7 fc 4 5 3.3'12. _ 
TOTALS: 
/3 3 JO .5 13 I 12 IS ~ !55/..J./ /8 13 JJ./ 14t/ 
xxiv 
~ TABLE XIX 
Boston Post 
Theme# 
:LfARCH _ APRIL 
/3 J'/ 15' II. 17 !9 17 2b ;.!22 .1.3.21./25'2/.27lff -t13a .31 I 2. 3 4 .5' t. 7 i' '7 lo II I.J-13 
_PRO: 
I 1/3 I J 
1 l .J_ I I 
1 I :l.. !:L 
.4 S2 B 7 :2315.33/ 
s {, I I 1 J. 
t, t, I I I I 
7 I I 
J' 3 3 3 7J.. 
. '7 I 3 · .:L 2 
/() 3 .2.. J. I I I 
CON: 
I 3 )..j 
.2 I I I I 2. :2 I 
.:2 :2. I I I 
3 3 I 
4 I 
.) I 4 
l 
-
I ..2 
1 3 7 I 
f' (, 3 .2 t/1411 !J.:J.3j__~ I 
tj - J s_ I J./-3 
NEUTRAL: 
q /_7 /f 3 5" 4 9 2 1- 3 'i 7 Jo tf 4 3 :l. 
TarALS: 
-
~0 s . 3SJ.~ 5 3G, 5 445 lo 7 1'/J9l3lV1...3 7 5' 
.~f;. 
XXV 
TABLE XX 
Boston Record 
Theme# 
MARQI APRIL 
/3 Jt/ /Sit 11 /119Z~:J.I:U l.3~t/2>J.../-;;L7).J'1.93tJ31 I.:( 31s-t. 7 'i' <J /()II 1). Jj 
PRO: 
j ,22._ I 
.) 2 IS 
3 I 
'I I 51 I I I I 
s I 
fo I L 
7 I 
f 2 I I 
'l 3 I 
ID .)._ I 
CON: 
I .2 3 J 4/ I I I ~ 
.).. I I 
3 3 
t/ I 
5 I 
~ I 
7 I 7 I I 
f 51 I 3 I I I 1 3 I I I I 
1 I :<.. 3 
NEUTRAL: 
s 13 3 .) !fo 3l.2;.1/-4 I~ . 
TOTALS: _ 
7 ). t, g 3ol3 '/ )'/ '/ 7-<1 1 II II I 
xxvi 
TABLE ni 
Bos_ton Traveler 
Theme# 
:MARCH 
- -
_APRIL 
/3 Jt/ ;:r lt. 17 If 1'1-<.o )J ).)13.:2'/25 .U . .21 J..J' ) • .'f 3o 31 I .2 a iJ J ~ 7 f '1 lo II 12 ·/3 
_ PRO: 
) j 3:2 
2 3 .l.l I I 3 
--.3 I I - I 
if 53 ..2.. I I I I 13 
5 ;( :< ~ 7 I 
fo 2. I 
7 J 
f I 5 / 
1 .:3 !9 4 
/D 
CON: 
I J./ I 3 I I r2 I ]/,2 
:(I 2 3 jj 
32 I 
'-/- I I 
6 I 
{p 3 I 
7 4 I I 
1 S5 I 2. 1/:l.L/1). I I I 
9 I I I I 
NEUTRAL: 
<J2. I J~ 12 74 !I .2. '7 7 I .d - ;;,_54 
TorALS: 
»1 ...zt. 52 131:( ,zs ~ ld ~1 (, s 9 Cf II 
.. 
APPENDIX F 
II 
\ 
Theme# 
PRO: 
2 
4 
' 
6 
is 
CON: 
1 
2 
7 
8 
9 
Totals: 
!Neutral: 
APPENDIX F 
NEW AND REVIVED STATEMENTS 
BY INDIVIDUAL NEWSPAPER 
TABLE llii 
Boston Advertiser 
New Statements 
2 
3 
8 
5 
8 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
10 
26 
2 
28 
Revived Statements 
1 
2 
1 
0 
2 
3 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
6 
9 
15 
NOTE: Theme numbers omitted include those wi. th no statements. This holds 
true for all Tables in Appendix F. Neutral statements, while not 
used in baaing judgments, are included here for cursory interest 
only. 
xxvii 
:xxviii 
TABLE niii 
Boston American 
Theme# New Statements Revived Statements 
PRO: 
1 3 3 
2 3 6 
3 2 0 
4 10 6 
5 7 1 
6 3 0 
7 1 0 
8 4 0 
9 4 37 0 16 
CON: 
1 2 12 
2 3 1 
3 1 0 
4 1 1 
6 1 0 
7 1 0 
8 6 9 
9 4 19 1 24 
Totals: 56 40 
Neutral: 29 12 
xxix 
TABLE XXIV 
Boston Globe (Evening) 
Theme# New Statements Revived Statements 
PRO: 
1 3 3 
I 
2 3 9 
3 2 0 
14 13 15 
15 4 12 
6 0 2 
8 3 7 
9 1 2 
110 
I' 
4 33 1 51 
CON: 
1 0 18 
2 0 6 
6 2 0 
7 2 4 
8 8 20 
9 3 15 1 49 
Totals: 48 100 
Neutral: 48 41 
XXX 
TABLE XXV 
Boston Globe (Morning) 
Theme# New Statements Revived Statements 
PRO: 
1 4 8 
2 9 8 
3 5 3 
4 11 15 
5 6 14 
9 8 3 
7 6 0 
8 13 7 
9 6 1 
10 11 79 3 62 
CON: 
1 7 20 
2 4 2 
3 3 0 
~ 6 0 
(S 5 1 
7 9 4 
~ 5 27 
~ 9 48 2 56 
~otals: 127 118 
Neutral: 65 42 
TABLE XXVI 
Boston Herald 
Theme# New Statements Revived Statements 
PRO: 
1 1 5 
2 14 3 
3 3 1 
4 18 1 
I 
15 7 5 
6 3 0 
7 4 0 
8 1 4 
9 3 2 
10 5 65 0 27 
CON: 
1 5 15 
2 0 1 
3 5 0 
4 1 1 
6 4 0 
1 11 1 
8 3 23 
19 13 42 1 54 
Totals: 107 81 
Neutral: 84 45 
xxxii 
TABLE XXVII 
Christian Science Monitor 
Theme# New Statements Revived Statements 
1 11 3 
2 16 6 ·. 
3 ], 1 
4 11 5 
5 14 1 
6 7 0 
7 8 1 
e 9 2 
9 5 0 
10 5 87 0 19 
CON: 
1 6 14 
2 1 3 
6 3 0 
1 3 6 
8 3 18 
9 0 16 3 44 
Totals: 103 63 
Neutral: 51 18 
Dad.ii 
TABLE llVIII 
Boston Post 
-
Theme# New Statements Revived Statements 
PRO: 
1 4 5 
2 
-5 5 
3 5 1 
4 20 15 
5 13 6 
6 10 0 
7 1 1 
8 16 2 
9 7 1 
10 6 87 4 40 
CON: 
1 5 15 
2 2 3 
3 3 1 
4 1 0 
$ 5 0 
6 3 0 
7 11 0 
8 7 29 
9 10 47 4 52 
Totals: 134 92 
Neutral: 56 54 
I 
.xxxiv 
Revived S ta tern en ts 
2 3 
2 8 0 
3 1 0 
4 6 5 
$ l 0 
2 0 
7 1 0 
8 4 0 
4 0 
2 31 1 9 
4 14 
2 2 
3 0 
1 0 
1 0 
1 0 
7 3 
5 17 
4 28 2 38 
59 47 
44 26 
XXXV 
TABLE XXX 
Boston Traveler 
New Statements Revived Statements 
PRO: 
1 4 2 
2 20 9 
3 0 
21 6 
13 1 
3 0 
7 3 0 
... 
8 6 1 
9 25 98 0 19 
--
CON: 
1 4 15 
2 4 4 
' 3 0 
2 0 ,1 
1 0 
4 0 ,.._._ 
' 
5 1 
10 17 
3 36 1 38 
B: 134 57 
68 29 
